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About This Content

Get equipped with the stunningly nostalgic Mega Man X Sound Collection, featuring all the classic 16-bit tunes from the
original Mega Man X!

The 47-minute soundtrack has been reauthored from the original, high quality source material. Includes three high quality
formats: MP3 (V0 bitrate), 16-bit FLAC and AAC. (Download size: 140MB for MP3, 304MB for FLAC and 185MB for AAC)

Soundtrack files can be found under the game's installation directory below:

\\Steam\steamapps\common\Mega Man X Legacy Collection
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Title: Mega Man X Sound Collection
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM CO., LTD
Publisher:
CAPCOM CO., LTD
Franchise:
Mega Man
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7 (64bit)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 550 3.2GHz or AMD equivalent or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 660 or ATI Radeon™ HD 7850

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 7000 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound (DirectX® 10.0c or better)

Additional Notes: *Recommended Controller Xbox 360 Controller (Windows®7/8/8.1) Xbox One Wireless Controller
(Windows®10) *Internet connection required for game activation.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Despite what the title may suggest, this game is not pro war. At the end of the campaign, you will understand the personal
turmoil of the pilot, the events surrounding the war and the stresses it brought down to his family.

If your rig can run this game at decent frame rate of 30fps at minimum detail levels, you will get very smooth & responsive
mouse flight. Anything higher than that would be awesome, i think, because ACV uses dense particle effects and high quality
global lighting by default. Hence even at minimun settings you'll get dense, visibility impacting cloud cover, dense missile trails,
glare and shadow effects in the cockpit as your plane changes orientation with respect to the sun.

Voice acting is occassionally not very convincing but it's above average for the most part. However in-flight com chatter is
seriously lacking; there's no difference between American & Vietnamese pilots. There's only one voice for all the pilot chatter
in dogfights and they say exactly the same things! I dunno why the developers skimp on this when clearly they have more than
one voice actor employed for the entire game as can be seen in the credits and clearly heard in some parts of the game.

Operation Breakfast aka Menu 

Menu music & cinematic music are the some of the best i've ever heard. Mission music and intrument quality seems to be
appropriate to the time period and probably reflect what American soldiers listen to at the time. Cinematic cut scenes is where
this games really shines and there's plenty of those. Although scene quality is generally a little blurry, it includes all the graphic
elements ACV is capable of producing. It was the amazing trailer that sold me to ACV despite the 'mostly negative' overall
rating and i'm glad i gave it a shot or two.

ACV falls into the arcade classification but don't be put off by that, it's actually well balanced between simulation & arcade and
a lot of fun. There's plenty of high quality content in this game and i'm very happy with this purchase 'coz i got it at a huge
discount. Yes many people mentioned about the tiny mission areas but that only seem to be present in the first & second
missions. Furthermore the grid boundaries is not a physical barrier so you won't bounce off of it nor would your plane explode
on contact so it's not a big issue. Just slow down near the boundaries.

This is an action simcade with a little strategic tactical twist. You can fly any plane in your sortie. In fact, it is quite necessary in
order to succeed in the missions because critical jobs like taking out AA guns or Rocket Propelled Grenade launchers (RPG) are
not efficiently tackled by your wingmen and also because you can't give order to them. Another aspect of strategy is that you
can rotate the crew roster though i dunno how important is this. My guess is that it would affect the fatigue factor. It would also
be necessary i think to rotate other pilots into active duty so that if a skilled pilot gets killed, the replacement won't be a total
rookie.

There are 4 difficulty levels; easy, medium (holiday pilot), hard (civil pilot) & nightmare (navy pilot). I can't detect any
difference in AI between these levels but what's apparent is that the enemies have tougher armour further up in the difficulty
scale but friendlies seem to have the same armor making them vulnerable and an easy kill at nightmare level.

There is no manual in the game folders nor key listing in-game. Fortunately the early part of the campaign introduces you to
most of the keys you need to know. Example, i found out by assumption that 'C' toggles camera views.

Frankly, ACV almost made me want to rush out and grab the latest PC but i'm holding out for now. It's that good; the trailer is
an accurate representation of what you can expect during gameplay but in-game image quality is much finer unlike most games
where the trailer is just an overhyped, souped-up version that bears little resemblance to the actual gameplay. Few game ever
made me feel the need to upgrade like this one does.

One last pointer; flight control is way smoother than Top Gun Hardlock so you know this is a good flight game.

Rating: 8/10
The rating above still stands despite mentioning a few negatives in my last edit mainly because flying using the mouse is sheer
pleasure. This has to be one of the smoothest mouse flight control in any flight game.
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ACV Operation Ranch Hand [www.dailymotion.com]. While It is cheap. Controlls are horrible. You slide along a rail that feels
awkward.

And you also get shot through cover.. Under the Cruel Star is the latest dlc that focuses on what Graviteam specializes on;
intense, and not widely known, battles on the Eastern Front rolled into a larger operation. I have only played as the Soviets so far
so my experience is from that perspective. Historically, the Soviets task is extremely hard to accomplish and in the game it is no
different. I've played this series for some time and while I'm not an expert, I'm no slouch either and at this point I am almost
certain I will lose.

All of the things you would expect from a Graviteam DLC are present; A fantastic map, painstakingly accurate OOB's and
objectives, realism, frustration, head-scratching and plenty of play time. I am on turn 7 of a 10 turn campaign and so far I have
over 90 hours of play time. And that is just from one side. Never mind the Quick Battles and Editor featuring this new map, So
for me this is another great value.

I personally really enjoy UtCS, and while the equipment might be the same as in other DLC's, the Operation has it's own
uniqueness to it that for me it is very fresh. I struggle with finding the right way to approach things so all is not lost.

Would I recommend this as a noobs first DLC? No. There are others that add many more unique units for players to expand
their in game equipment. Is this a great addition to an ever expanding series? Absolutely. And as another player has stated, I'm
having a lot of fun losing.. This game is *really* pretty! I've got something like 178 VR titles in my Steam library, and the
graphics and enviornments in this one were still enough to make me say "Woah!" outloud.

It feels almost like I'm standing inside the game 'Journey' (graphics-wise), and that feels *amazing!*

The gameplay is active, addictive, and feels *very* distinct from other 'punching games' like Audiosheild, Bitslap, or Thrill of
the Fight.

I'm breathing pretty hard after my first few rounds, and I expect I'll be playing this a *lot* in the future!

One note: I was a little confused at first, because it seemed like sometimes I was punching enemies, and it wasn't killing them...
And then I realized you need to punch them in the red 'eye' to kill them, and things got a lot more satisfying afterward.. A lone
commander ferrying supplies to my main army got eaten by 16 lions.. This is really fun and addicting. Plus the soundtrack is
amazing.
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It took me a while but i found out in the discussion threads that you can get past the first syren by simply smacking in the head
with the axe, thats it just step forward and smack it in the head.

The enviroments are beutiful and well detailed, it works with touch, has teleport or trackpad locomotion and features a
campeign that i have played about an hour and a half of and am only on level 2!

If you like Alien Isolation like I do then you'll like this, there are bugs but the devs were quick to fix the gamebreaking ones and
update the reolution\/graphics aswell and will likely continue to work on the game.

6.5\/10 needs a bit of work but its worth its money now and if it continues to get worked on then this could be a VR hit for years
to come!
. The characters are all interesting and you can become easily consumed with trying to understand what is happening.
Unfortunately, I noticed who was doing the crimes in five minutes. Then you become stuck with making sure you do everything
in order or some actions will disappear completely leaving me to start a new game. Plenty of bugs in the game.

More bugs outside of the game especially with trying to use it on windows 8; before starting the game it had an error saying
something about a 3D also once you minimize the game it kept crashing. Thankfully since the game is extremely short,
constantly starting over wasn't bad. I probably have a bunch of hours on this game from walking away from it to snack and
watch t.v. lol. You can probably finish the game in an hour. Once I reached the end, it felt dry and very unsatisfying. So i tried
to go back and do different things in the game but it was pointless.

Overall the game was interesting but you can definitely save yourself money and time because it is just not worth it.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OseGxN_NspQ

\tGuild Commander is a Sim game of controlling a guild and sending out heroes
that feels more like a time management game, a happy dream of an accountant.
The game provides a large variety of tutorials that can help you as you go through
the game.
\tThe game has a time system, and you earn income by sending your heroes
out on quests. Gold is spent rapidly on rooms you can add to your guild, and
your gold is depleted daily in order to maintain those rooms you have added.
The longer the heroes are gone stay in the guild, the less gold is earned daily, and the longer they are in the guild, the more
money and resources they drain from you. The game
fails in its base management, and can get boring as you watch your heroes come
and go, but have no control over the individual money spent. It becomes more
about getting your heroes out of the guild hall ASAP, so they don't bankrupt
you.
\tThere is no management over what actions your heroes take; there is no
way to cancel their quest and call them back, and despite putting them in
precarious positions, I have yet to experience a hero dying. There is no
personalization of the characters, which takes away from immersion into the
game. You don't feel like your character is growing and improving; they
become more of an impersonal number.

\tThe continual repetition of tasks makes this game boring. It is more
of a money management game than anything else. It feels like it doesn't have
any depth; more like how to manage money dumps. There is no challenge; except
to stay awake while you play it.

This is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch
if you are looking for a more in-depth review.

Thanks for your viewership and support; for more videos click here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho. If you enjoy being frusterated at not having any tutorials or help to get past the
first 2 minutes of the game this game is for you. Draw a really ridiculously hard arrow on the screen in order to use this one
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spell to kill the skeleton. Quit after 10 minutes of trying. NO help on the forums, no help in game, and you can't escape the first
combat to move on! You just sit there frusterated. Graphics are beautiful, but with no option to do anything but scribble on a
screen and your mouse movements don't even stay on the screen to help. NOR is there a "hey you've been trying this shape for
quite a while, new shape? Or even better, would you like a guide?"

. Not a bad little shooter, wait till it goes on sale though. Amazing game, old good times. This retro horror platform game is not
perfect. You can finish it in an hour, and it doesn't have the depth or polish of other retro horror platformers (Possum Hollow
comes to mind) to keep you coming back to replay it. Some of the achievements require grinding and seemingly must be
completed in a single playthrough. You can stockpile a boatload of ammo by repeatedly dying (infinite lives) and collecting the
powerups (rather useful, actually, for one boss and for the final timed survival level). The engine, apparently the same used in
the developer's Smashing Pumpkins game, is buggy and not that smooth or fun. It really feels comparable to a The Games
Factory or early MultiMedia Fusion engine.

But oddly enough, therein lies a lot of the game's charm. It stirs up memories of the freeware games of twenty years ago. Plenty
of which were from relatively inexperienced programmers who got a game creation program and tried their hand at it. This
developer has put in work above and beyond the average, making some creative design choices with what the program can do.
Some levels are standard mindless action fare, albeit with some differences. Others, however, are mostly simple exloration
levels with a couple of hazards and some spooky effets. They're simple but unusual and effective, not spooky but a kind of
Halloween scare-houser fun. There is also a surprising amount of plot in the game involving several characters. It doesn't have a
lot of logic or traditional progression but ads to the overall fun factor. All this combines to give a smiple horror platformer a bit
of substance and evoke a different time, one we don't often recall.

Yeah, I'm recommending it, with the understanding that the gameplay is on the poor side. It's worth a playthrough and it's fairly
priced. One can imagine the developers toying with the idea of making a series of games about this ghost-busting crew's cases
(and they definitely throw in some humor). I'll never be the biggest fan of that engine, but the devs didn't
half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it and have made . . . an experience. So good on you chaps.
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